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Contingency Plan for Revenues of the MIRRI‐ERIC
Unexpected factors and external risks can undermine and delay MIRRI’s ability to achieve
the envisaged objectives. Recognizing potential risks, identifying mitigation options and
articulating contingency measures enhance MIRRI’s ability to react to problems and to
reduce their probability of occurrence.
The first contingency plan is based on the actual business plan (version November 2015) and
evaluated the risks as well as the possible mitigation and contingency plan. MIRRI followed
the definition that within the risk mitigation actions will be identified, which can be taken in
advance irrespective of the occurrence of risk. MIRRI expects to mitigate those risks as well
which are outside the risk threshold to avoid an occurrence at a later stage. By applying the
mitigation plan, MIRRI can reduce the probability of impact of the identified risk. Within the
contingency plan actions are defined, which can be initiated after the warning signs indicate
rapid intervention. Contingency actions are MIRRI’s fall‐back plan to control the impact as
risk event looks like occurring.
Major risks have been identified, which can be comprised in two categories as following:
Input risks:
1. Insufficient contributions by Members and Observers
2. Insufficient fees from Partners and Users
3. Insufficient funding by Third Party Grants
Implementation risks:
1. Higher CCU and network implementation costs
2. Delayed CWE development
3. Failed service concept (expert cluster and training)
Risk impact evaluation
As the MIRRI construction phase is defined of two parts, the first 5‐years‐term and the
ongoing term beginning with the 6th year of operation, the risk evaluation was divided in two
parts as well.
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MIRRI will conduct a financial risk analysis that will inform the Members about the
probabilities and consequences of potential incidents to the nominal work plan and financial
arrangements. Thus the costs for the MIRRI CCU and all MIRRI operations must be
monitored by an always up‐to‐date, bottom‐up planning, controlling, reporting and steering
system. Early‐warning systems and tools for short‐term reactions (monthly, in crisis times
weekly) should be implemented. They should give instant indication of deviations in cost and
schedule, demand rapid but well‐considered counteractions and give quick feedback about
their effectiveness.

Contingency measures
Besides the mitigation actions as a response strategy to avoid the appearance of risks, the
evaluation depicts contingency measures to respond on occurring risks. The most obvious
one was reducing the CCU costs, which must always be seen in the context of existing
contracts, and an immediate communication and promotion of MIRRI the objectives and
benefits. In contrast increasing fees from Members, Observers or Partners apparently are
not the very promising measures.

In addition to the mitigation and contingency plan, the MIRRI business plan offers two
possibilities, applicable as compensation for decreasing Member fees and for all risks.
1. For the first 5 years the annual surplus with the envisaged 40% reserve fund for
investments in MIRRI could be defined as contingency budget. The terms under
which they can be released for the mitigation of occurring risks, should be agreed in
advance in the General Assembly and will be describes in the Rules of Operation. The
executive director of MIRRI should have delegated authority to use the reserve fund
as contingency budget for mitigating risks within pre‐defined limits.
2. According to the Statutes all Members and Observers have the possibility to fulfil
their contribution paid or given in goods, commodities, or services instead of money.
In case of shortage in governmental budgets, a reduction of CCU costs, which seems
to be in occurring financial risks an effective instrument, can be obtained by in‐kind
contributions and compensate missing financial contributions.
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Table for MIRRI Financial Risk Evaluation
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